BlueSpiceSaferEdit

**SaferEdit** automatically saves a page at predetermined intervals while users are in edit mode.
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**BlueSpiceSaferEdit**

It saves the article automatically while you are editing at predetermined intervals.

- **Status:** stable
- **Developer:** HalloWelt
- **Extension type:** BlueSpice
- **Edition:** BlueSpice free
- **Dependencies:** BlueSpice
- **License:** GPL v3 only
- **Activated:** Yes
- **Category:** Infrastructure
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**Usage / features**

This extension provides a built-in browser confirmation dialog when leaving a page without unsaved changes.
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**Technical information**

---

**Configuration**

Administrators can set the default recovery interval and whether to show the name of the current editor in the Config Manager.
Rights (permissions)

This extension does not require any special rights.

Requirements

SaferEdit requires BlueSpiceFoundation.

More info

For a detailed description and usage info, visit our help page.

Demo

You can try leaving a page without saving it in our BlueSpiceDemo.